Formularization and simulation of Bragg selectivity of readout signals in angular-multiplexing holographic data storage.
Bragg selectivity of readout signals in angular-multiplexing holographic data storage was investigated. The effects of degrading factors, namely, volume change, refractive-index change, and positional change (tilt and rotation) of a hologram, and the effects of compensating variables, namely, wavelength shift and reference-beam-angle shift, on Bragg selectivity were evaluated. Deviation of wave vectors of recovered pixels of a hologram from the Bragg condition under degrading factors and compensating variables, namely, Bragg mismatch, Δσ, was mathematically derived. Approximating Δσ by using the first-order Maclaurin series with respect to degrading factors and compensating variables revealed their effects on Bragg selectivity. The extent to which wavelength and angle of reference beam should be shifted to compensate for the degrading factors were determined. Then, readout images were simulated under multiple degrading factors and compensating variables. These simulated images were found to agree well with the experimentally obtained ones, which reveals the validity of the formalization of Bragg selectivity.